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Dear Brothers and Sisters,
My family and I were still living in Belgium
when I flew from Brussels to Minneapolis/
St. Paul to deliver five talks entitled A Crisis
of Truth. The year was 1980. During the four
years we lived in Belgium, I had become
increasingly aware that there were a lot of
things being published by theologians and
popular writers that seriously departed from
the faith. They not only departed from the
faith but were influencing many ordinary
Catholics to do the same. A widespread
skepticism about the reliability and authority
of Sacred Scripture was pervading the worldwide Church. More and more real evangelization was being dismissed in favor of what
was considered really meaningful—human
development and social justice. There was a
virtual assault on traditional sexual morality.
And in the midst of it all was a widespread
episcopal silence, with occasional indirect
nods in the direction of, “Well this is what
the Church teaches, but follow your own
conscience.” Many interpreted this feeble
teaching as permission to do what they
wanted to do. In many dioceses and many
countries, this undermining of faith, morality, and mission was being tolerated or even
actively advanced by something like a “fifth
column” within the Church. People were
being appointed and protected in key posi-

tions on seminary and university theological
faculties who were leading purveyors of the
confusion.
I must say that when I traveled back to the
US to give these talks, I felt that I was being
commissioned by the Lord to do so. I realized that besides my own study and observation, I was being assisted by the Holy Spirit
to identify and communicate issues that
were really important for the salvation of
souls and the true renewal of the Church. I
thought that if I could just successfully complete this mission—and deliver these five
talks—that perhaps my mission in life would
be accomplished. The very strong response
to the talks and the subsequent initiatives
that many took
to make sure this
message was widely
I was being assisted
promulgated made
by the Holy Spirit
me think that into identify and
deed my mission
was accomplished.
communicate
Somewhat to my
issues that were
surprise, it wasn’t!
really important
A lot has happened
for the salvation
over the past forty
of souls and the
years! And still is
happening!
true renewal of the

“

Continued on page 2

Church.

Continued from page 1

“
It is precisely the
existence of sin that
modern man is unable
to take seriously.
Because of this rejection
of the concept of sin, no
one is touched today
by the Gospel claim
that the evidence of
Jesus' divine nature is
based on his power
to forgive sin. Hardly
anyone seriously thinks
nowadays that men's
wrong actions may
offend God and that
he alone can forgive
them. Even theologians
have discussed
replacing confession
with conversations with
psychologists! Sin has
disappeared and with it
forgiveness. And behind
that disappearance is
a God who is forever
turned to man.”
//Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI

Please
Pray...
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Out of those talks came a video series,
a book, a weekly television program
at the request of Mother Angelica of
EWTN, a deep and enduring relationship with Fr. Michael Scanlan, my first
contact with Peter Herbeck, and the
birth of Renewal Ministries. It’s been
an amazing forty years!

and I had time. During these lockdown
months, I have been able to write virtually a new book, which I think accurately addresses the many confusions
we are facing right now. It is called A
Church in Crisis: Pathways Forward and
it is currently available for preorder at
a special discount for readers of this
newsletter. We anticipate delivery and
direct purchase options to happen in
October 2020.

But in the last several years, many
problems that are either the same as
or similar to those I addressed forty
years ago are back again, bringing
I think this book will be of help to you
with them even greater polarization in
and yours as you navigate the choppy
the Church and obvious institutional
waters of today’s Church and culture.
collapse. How many thousands of
Let me know what you
schools, parishes, and
think!
seminaries have closed
Your brother in Christ,
over the last forty years
and continue to close!
How many dioceses
have gone bankrupt
Ralph Martin
and continue to go
bankrupt! How many
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Another
number of people who
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the
lockdown
months
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weekly videos! We have
When I reread it, I thought it would
been hearing regularly from people
take too much work and would need
whose faith has been strengthened by
to be greatly revised to update the
this growing outreach from Renewal
examples and the new cultural situaMinistries. Their feedback is so ention we are facing in the Church and
couraging to us, that we are sharing
in the world. But then the Lord gave
some of it on pages four and five of
me a “nudge.” I knew it was Him, and
this newsletter. We hope you also are
I knew I should do it, but I didn’t know
inspired to listen even more closely to
how I would have the time. And then
the Lord and to give Him even more
came the Coronavirus. Suddenly, all my
of your “yes” during this time and in
travel was canceled for many months,
the days to come.



P.S.

For all of the students, teachers, and staff who have returned to school, in all the various
forms that is taking this year. May the Lord protect their health and multiply their efforts.
For all of those struggling with depression or loneliness, that the Lord will bring them strength
and healing.

For the prayer intentions of all our supporters and their family members, especially as they
face the challenges of illness and economic uncertainty.

NEW BOOK FROM RALPH MARTIN

Coming October 2020 » Take advantage of our pre-order special!

A CHURCH IN CRISIS:
PATHWAYS FORWARD

Nearly forty years ago, Ralph Martin’s
bestselling A Crisis of Truth exposed the
damaging trends in Catholic teaching
and preaching that, combined with attacks from secular society, threatened
the mission and life of the Catholic
Church. While much has been done to
counter false teaching over the last four
decades, today the Church faces even
more insidious threats.
A Church in Crisis: Pathways Forward
offers a detailed look at the growing
hostility to the Catholic Church and its
teaching. Ralph uncovers the forces
working to undermine the Body of
Christ and offers hope to those looking
for clarity.

In this book Dr. Martin is squarely facing
“
the serious crisis that is unfolding both in the
Church and in the culture. He does so in an
honest but fair manner and offers solutions that,
if implemented, would do a great deal to restore
health and strength to the Church, and allow
it to be the light to the world it is meant to be.
An important book that should be widely read.”
Cardinal Gerhard L. Müller
Former Prefect of the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith
It is impossible to deny the crisis of division
The crisis of truth is back. An unblinking
“
“
and widespread confusion that characterizes the
analysis of these toxic threats to the Church is

» Polarization in the Church caused by
ambiguous teachings

Church in our day. Nor can anyone who loves
the Church ignore the strong theological undercurrents that Dr. Martin identifies, currents
that try to separate what cannot be legitimately
divided: pastoral charity from revealed truth.
This is an important book well worth reading.”

» Initiatives that accommodate the
culture without calling for conversion

Bishop Scott McCaig, CC
Military Ordinary of Canada

A Church in Crisis covers:

» Vatican-sponsored partnerships with
organizations that actively contradict
Church teaching
» The recycling of theological errors
long settled by Vatican II, Pope St.
John Paul II, and Pope Benedict XVI.
Powerfully written, A Church in Crisis
reminds all readers to heed Jesus’ express command not to lead His children
astray. With ample resources to encourage readers, Ralph provides the solid
foundation of Catholic teaching—both
Scripture and Tradition—to fortify Catholics against the errors that threaten
us from all directions and offers hope
filled pathways to a renewed Church.



PRE-ORDER BY
SEPT. 30 TO RECEIVE:

• Signed copy of Ralph’s new book
• $4 discount
• Free PDF download of A Crisis of Truth
www.renewalministries.net/shop
Use coupon code ACCPRE at checkout.

This book is a massive achievement. Ralph
“
Martin is one of the most reliable analysts of

once again desperately needed, but while many
have provided elements of such an analysis,
few have proffered so sweeping an evaluation
while retaining admirable balance and evincing heartfelt love for the Church. Yet Dr. Martin
goes further still in this book, which I do not
hesitate to call prophetic. He points the way
forward by holding fast to Scripture, rejecting
the rationalization of sin and the false security
of universalism, and recommending the proven
remedies of repentance and reliance on the power
of the Holy Spirit.”

the state of the Church. He is brave and bold,
outspoken but never snarky or alarmist. Some of
his chapters, such that on culpability, shed fresh
light on some of the most debilitating confusions
of our age. This book will be the go-to book for
those who want a comprehensive view of the crisis
in the Church today.”

Fr. Peter Ryan, SJ
Professor of Theology, Director of Spiritual
Formation, Sacred Heart Major Seminary,
Former Executive Director USCCB Committee on Doctrine

Janet Smith | Author of Self-Gift: Humanae
Vitae and the Thought of John Paul II

The Catholic Church is in deep crisis. It
“
doesn’t take a genius to see that. However, to

Ralph Martin’s remarkable book provides
“
an extraordinary opportunity to engage in a

self-examination of our ‘own faithfulness to
Christ’s will for the Church and accordingly to
undertake with vigor the task of renewal and
reform’ (Vatican II, Unitatis Redintegratio 4)
. . . . His book simply could not have come at
a better time.”
Eduardo J. Echeverria
Professor of Philosophy and Systematic
Theology, Sacred Heart Major Seminary

present an accurate and synthetic picture of the
crisis, to identify its roots, and to indicate the
path forward takes more than a genius: it takes a
man filled with the Spirit of God. Ralph Martin
is just such a person, and his new book is fire
alarm, tonic and fresh air all wrapped into one.”
Msgr. Andrew McLean Cummings
Director of Spiritual Formation, Mount Saint
Mary’s Seminary, Emmitsburg, Maryland
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"A VITAL SOURCE OF TRUTH & HOPE"

Lately, we have been hearing from many people who are grateful for the YouTube videos and other faith-building outreach Renewal Ministries has provided during the pandemic. We are sharing some of these encouraging words below,
because without you, our faithful friends and supporters, none of this would be possible.
THANK YOU!
God bless you for your wonderful work!
I have been so blessed to find the beautiful videos on YouTube. The videos
from Ralph and Peter have particularly
added some peace in my soul during
this tumultuous time.

“

Thank you for opening the Word of
God for your followers during these
challenging, but grace-filled times. I
look forward to your weekly recaps. I
pray you continue to receive the eyes
to read the signs of the times.

“

After listening to a couple of your YouTube videos, I want to say how inspired
you have kept me in my faith. I love to
watch your segments on EWTN. I appreciate your segments; they inspire
me to keep close to the Lord.

“

I watched your video on Fr. Scanlan's
prophecy; wow! In my prayer, I feel that
you are right on, there are aspects of
that prophecy being fulfilled during
this time . . . You mentioned the need
to return to house churches. At the
beginning of the lockdown, I (a priest)
felt a powerful movement of the Spirit
inviting me to celebrate house Masses
with families who invited me and to
which, through prayer, I discerned the
Spirit was leading me. Although this
4

flew in the face of the possible risks
involved, I felt strongly that I was being
led to the houses where I was meant to
go. I celebrated dozens of these all with
the end in mind of planting some powerful sacramental and spiritual grace to
help these families do exactly what you
mentioned—live as a domestic church
and live faithfully and dynamically as a
Catholic family without the assistance
of external structures. I believe this
Spirit-led and inspired apostolate helps
to increase the confirmation of this
already powerful prophecy.

“

I couldn't thank you enough
for all the goodness, joy,
holiness, and ever-increased
desire to love the Lord alone
that all your videos have
brought to our hearts and
lives. The Lord is calling everso loudly with his resounding voice through you all.

“

Nine months ago, I was widowed and
now live alone for the first time in my
life. The grief, virus, isolation, and
closed church took a toll on me, leaving me wondering how to be a Catholic
with no Eucharist, no visiting the sick
and elderly, no family, no fellowship,
and no street evangelization. The

Word and the rosary were my lifelines
in the storm, but hope seemed elusive
until this prophecy showed up. Thank
you for your faithful witness. May God
reorder my loves and empower me to
do whatever He desires.

“

Speaking of amazing . . . the prophecy
you found from Fr. Mike Scanlan! I
cannot tell you how much it meant to
me to read that, in light of what has
been happening all around us recently!
I know that God knows everything, but
I needed to “hear” in black-and-white,
verbally, that He did indeed know,
forty-four years ago, what we would
be facing today! Thank you for your
upcoming book; thank you for so diligently researching for it that you found
Fr. Mike’s prophecy, and thank you for
sharing it with all of us!

“

Thank you for this word. I think you
have hit the nail squarely on the head.
A couple of years ago, I announced to
my students that this cannot be “business as usual” any more. The sin, the
video games, silliness, and even sports
need to no longer have central place in
our lives. Now I’m telling students that
they will be BADLY needed, when the
bottom falls out, to share sanity (faith)
with terrified people. Thank you for
seeing the urgency of the moment.

I want to say a hearty thank
you for all your hard work—
writing books, newsletters,
making videos and radio
and TV programs. I so appreciate the “Weekly Messages,” especially in our
present battle against the
lies of the enemy. We need
your faithful call to remain
focused on Jesus. I listen to
Fire on the Earth every day
as well. Renewal Ministries
is a vital source of truth and
hope for us Catholics who
need to be ready to respond
to the Holy Spirit in our individual “spheres of influence.”

“

Thank you for sharing your gift of igniting others in their faith. This is the
talk I will share with the family after
Sunday breakfast tomorrow. We take
turns choosing something to teach
each other regarding the faith. Tomorrow is my day—I choose this talk. With
gratitude, from Canada.

“

I give thanks for you and pray for your
ministry daily. You are such a gift to the
Church, and especially to the Body of
Christ here on earth.

“

This word rings so very true in my
heart. In fact, the substance of this
word has been in my heart, though
without the clarity of expression, for
months. I am challenged to be more
deeply converted and not to waste any
time on secondary matters. I am excited to be living these times, because
our dear Lord always provides for the
needs of his people, and clearly the
needs are great at this time!

“

Thank you so much. I was feeling
downcast last night because of the
pandemic, but this has encouraged
me so much. “Be of good cheer; I have
overcome the world.”

I remember enjoying your talks on
Crossing the Goal, and this was another
great message on what greatness really
is as lived out by our Lord, total surrender and trust in the Father. God bless
you and your ministry!

“

Thank you for continuing to provide us
with encouragement with the YouTube
videos and sustaining us while we are
deprived of the Eucharist. Thank you
for encouraging us with your strong
words and the witness of your lives!

“

I am blessed to be on your mailing
list to receive your newsletter. I look
forward to it each month. It has been
especially important to me, and many
others, as I see from their correspondence, during this unprecedented
time we are living through. You are
spreading the Good News of our Lord
with insight, clarity, and truth during
this time of chaos. . . . What you are
doing is having a real impact on many
people. Thank you for not being afraid
to speak the Truth that leads many
people, myself included, closer to Him.

We're here to help you through
these challenging times!

Connect with us:
 YouTube
Subscribe to our YouTube channel:
youtube.com/renewalministriesrm

 Facebook
Like and follow our Facebook page
@CatholicRenewalMinistries

 App
Download our app at:
subsplash.com/renewalministries/app

 Website
Visit us at:
www.renewalministries.net

Help Keep the

VOICE OF TRUTH

ALIV E!

A REQUEST FROM RALPH MARTIN:
This year, Renewal Ministries celebrates
its fortieth anniversary of trying to communicate the message of the Gospel.
We have the longest-running Catholic
television program on EWTN, thirty-five
years. We’ve got two daily Catholic
radio programs. We’re doing mission
work in more than forty countries.
We’ve published countless booklets,
books, DVDs, CDs, MP3s, MP4s. We
have a Facebook presence. We’ve really upped our YouTube Channel in the
last six months, and the Lord is using it
in major ways!
We’re trying to be a clear, faithful voice
that mirrors what Jesus is speaking to
us, and we’re trying to pass it on with
the anointing of the Holy Spirit that we
believe He’s offering to all of us.
During this time of economic shakeup,
some of our donors haven’t been able
to continue their typical levels of support. I know many of you are facing
economic uncertainty. I also know
many of you are supporting tremendously worthwhile ministries in your
parishes, and we don’t want to take
away anything from what you are doing. But if you’ve got any extra crumbs
that you could pass on to us, if the
Lord has blessed you with any kind of
abundance right now, that you’d like to
share with us so we can continue doing
what the Lord has called us to do, we
would be very grateful.
TO DONATE, GO TO:

www.renewalministries.net/donate
Any amount helps us keep doing what
we’re doing, and even do it better, and
even do it more.
Thank you very much for being with
us. Thank you very much for following
Jesus. Thank you very much for all the
ways in which you share your faith
with others.
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Because I Love You...
RE FL ECT I O N S O N RA L PH M A R T I N 'S 1 9 7 5 PR O P H E CY
― Peter Herbeck ―

These are trying and challenging
times, but God has a great purpose for
this hour for the Church and the salvation of the world. I’d like to reflect on
a prophecy Ralph Martin gave in 1975
after the closing Mass at the International Catholic Charismatic Renewal
Conference in Rome:

"
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Because I love you, I want to show
you what I am doing in the world
today. I want to prepare you for
what is to come. Days of darkness
are coming on the world, days of
tribulation. . . . Buildings that are
now standing will not be standing.
Supports that are there for my
people now will not be there. I want
you to be prepared, my people, to
know only Me and to cleave to Me
and to have Me in a way deeper
than ever before. I will lead you
into the desert. . . . I will strip you
of everything that you are depending on now, so you depend just on
Me. A time of darkness is coming
on the world, but a time of glory
is coming for my Church, a time of
glory is coming for my people. I will
pour out on you all the gifts of my
Spirit. I will prepare you for spiritual combat; I will prepare you for
a time of evangelism that the world
has never seen. . . . And when you
have nothing but Me, you will have
everything: land, fields, homes,
and brothers and sisters, and love,
and joy, and peace more than ever
before. Be ready, my people, I want
to prepare you."

It’s wonderful that it begins, “Because
I love you.” In the Old Testament, God
reveals his secrets to the prophets. He
lets key prophetic people bring encouragement to his Church, to help them
see what the Lord is doing.
"Days of darkness are coming on the
world, days of tribulation."
People have experienced this since
1975, but we are living in one of the
most unique periods in the history of
the world and the Church. With the
Coronavirus, the whole world shut
down in response to this unseen enemy
that was taking life, and it looked like
lives were going to be taken in huge
numbers. Humanity was forced to confront its own mortality. The devil tries
to enslave the human race through
the fear of death, and he also wanted
to enslave the world in the grip of fear.
Our businesses shut down, the quarantine happened, and our economy
went from the strongest in the world
to near-collapse. Our confidence in
our health, security, and the rest—that
was shaken.
And just as we came out of quarantine, George Floyd’s death caused a
nuclear bomb to go off, in terms of
the response around the world. It
touched a deep, unhealed wound in
the United States’ history and culture.
Some people responded appropriately,
but there was also the spirit of anarchy,
revolution, disordered spirits, and a
whole lot of shaking in the security
we have in the government, in our
finances, in our health, in the future,

in politics and politicians, and in news
organizations that used to be trusted
many years ago.
This prophecy reveals He’s shaking the
nations, because many are clinging to
things that are contingent. Hebrews 12
tells us the only thing unshakeable is
God. The Lord is allowing these trials
to get our attention. The Lord is drawing his people and his Church close to
Him, and the prophecy talks about it
in those very terms:
"Days of darkness are coming on the
world, days of tribulation. . . . Buildings that are now standing will not
be standing. Supports that are there
for my people now will not be there. I
want you to be prepared, my people,
to know only Me and to cleave to Me
and to have Me in a way deeper than
ever before."
Why these trials? The world acts as
if God doesn’t exist—when we were
made by God and for God. The only
place we can come to safety is in God
Himself. He’s offered us salvation
in his Son—but in more and more
ways, people are falling away from the
Church, partly because the Lord has
permitted the sins of the compromise
of the Church to be exposed. The Lord
wants his body to cling to Him instead
of other kinds of security, distraction,
or comfort.
To belong to God with all your heart,
soul, mind, and strength, and to love
your neighbor as yourself, as Jesus said
in the Last Supper Discourse (Jn 13:117)—this is what He calls us to. If you

" T he L ord i s a l l owi ng these tr ials to get o ur attenti on . "
pay attention, He’s going to live in you
and refresh you. He’s going to speak
to you, and He’s going to lead you to
all truth, and so we must follow Him.
"I want you to be prepared, my people, to know only Me and to cleave to
Me and to have Me in a way deeper
than ever before. I will lead you into
the desert."
That’s where we’ve been for the last
number of months, and we may, in one
way or another, be staying there. Things
are unfolding, and we’re trying to get
the economy going again, but there’s
a lot of responsibility more and more
people are carrying. Whatever burden
you might carry, remember as we go
forward that the Lord has called us to
draw near. No matter how busy or challenged things are, stay in conversation
with the Lord. Pay attention to Him—
because what matters most is the word
that He has for us. The Church itself is
going to stay under the redemptive discipline of a loving God who’s seeking
to purify his Church and draw it near.
Hebrews 12 says, “The Lord’s discipline
is on those He loves.” Why? He wants
to produce peaceful fruit of righteousness in us and bring us back to right
relationship with Him. He wants to
expose our hearts so we can humbly
bow down before Him and pay attention, even if we only do it a few minutes
a day. Don’t let the responsibilities
and the pressure push the Lord to the
margins. The key—for us individually,
for our families, for the whole Church,
for the salvation of the world—is to pay
attention now, to become radically His.

"I will strip you of everything that you
are depending on now, so you depend
just on me."
This is a word for each of us, the entire
Church. The Lord is leading us into this
because of what’s coming.
"A time of darkness is coming on the
world, but a time of glory is coming
for my Church."
Both things are happening. Both will
continue to escalate—the challenge
and the darkness. There’s a way in
which the world will never be the same.
We’ll never go back, exactly, to what
we had. The intensity of the spiritual
battle will increase. But as the grace of
God increases in us and the glory of the
Lord is revealed in our hearts through
the Holy Spirit, we can see the majesty,
and we can have the wisdom and insight
into the Lord, and we ourselves will be
strengthened. We’re going to experience more of Him, and He wants us to
know that we don’t have to be afraid. No
matter how much shaking goes on, the
Lord’s got this end game in mind. He’s
right there with us, and all He needs is
for us to walk with Him, and surrender,
and give Him everything in our lives.
"A time of darkness is coming on the
world, but a time of glory is coming for my Church, a time of glory is
coming for my people. I will pour out
on you all the gifts of my Spirit. I will
prepare you for spiritual combat; I will
prepare you for a time of evangelism
that the world has never seen."

“You don’t trust me yet. Let me expose
the fear that’s in you, the insecurity, the
attachment to idols. Let me remove it
so you can hear my voice, and have the
strength of the Spirit at work in you,
and bear my fruits. The days are coming when the grace for a profound global
evangelism is coming on the earth.”
In 1990, I was praying with a team of
people that included Ralph. When
someone shared a prophetic word, the
Holy Spirit came down in tremendous
power, and I had one of the most significant experiences of my life. I felt
the Holy Spirit, and I was just shaking.
I glimpsed the Lord on his throne, and
He stood up and said,
“I’ve risen from my throne to proceed my
coming. There will be a revelation of the
Son of Man in your lifetime.”
Then He took a step forward, and I
just experienced holy, pure fear of
God. I shouted, “Oh, my God! He’s
so awesome! He’s so glorious! He’s so
amazing!” It’s one of the guiding things
I’ve believed deeply in my bones since
that day.
That was a moment in my life when
God really broke in, and I think Ralph’s
prophecy confirms it.

"Cleave to Me."
We’re not to cleave to these other
things. The Lord is exposing their
emptiness and how quickly they can be
gone. But He’s there forever. He’s the
rock upon which we stand—the only
unshakable reality in all of existence—
and He’s come for us. He wants us to
live from a place of security, and lean
on Him, and know where He is going,
so we can read the signs of the times
and respond to what the Spirit is saying
to the Church.

He’s pouring into all who surrender
and walk in Him, all who come under
his loving order and discipline. He’s
leading us to align our lives to love the
first thing first—because God wants to
fulfill with great glory the purpose for
which each of us was made. He’s saying,

"Evangelism that the world has never
seen."

"NO MATTER HOW
BUSY OR CHALLENGED
THINGS ARE, STAY IN
CONVERSATION WITH
THE LORD."

That’s what this is all about. The key
is to be surrendered and attentive to
the Lord, because it’s all about Him.
In his time, and in his way, as He leads
us through purification, He’s going to
increase his light, his glory, his presence, and his power. He’s going to
reveal Himself.
Continued on page 8
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 On the Road
SEPTEMBER 2020 ENGAGEMENTS

Due to cancellations and some events switching to an online-only format, please visit our website for the most up-to-date
calendar: www.RenewalMinistries.net/events

Continued from page 7

BECAUS E I L OV E YO U. . .

Peter H e rb e c k 's R e f l e ct i on s on Ral ph M ar ti n's 1 9 7 5 P roph e cy
The answer for the Church and the
world isn’t more strategy or higher
IQs. It isn’t going to the right college, it isn’t our tech power, it’s not
our bank account. All these things
are totally secondary. God made the
world through his Son. He enthroned
Him and set Him at his right hand. All
authority, power, and the destiny of human life are in the hands of the King.
The apostles said, “Judgment has been
given over to the Son” (Jn 5:22)—final
judgment, but also judgment at this
time, when He comes with tough love.
Whatever it takes to get rid of things
that hinder God’s love—He’ll do it.
What stands in the way of our receiving
and walking in his love and commandments? We must face our fears and our
compromises, and bow low in humility
and say, “Lord, Father, send the Son.
Reveal your glory in the Church and
in the world.”

R E N E W A L
In the United States

This is the heart of what God is doing.
He wants each of us to be a part of it.
There’s no one too small. This is not
about elites and experts going out.
This is the children of God crying out
to Him. When his glory is revealed,
part of what happens is the fear of the
Lord—not a slavish fear, but a cleansing, purifying fear that orders us—and
we see God in his greatness, and people
in the world being converted, and the
Church getting purified. The Church
has tried in so many ways to make it
all happen, and the Lord is leading
us to experience our powerlessness.
So many of our efforts fall flat: people
leave the Church, fewer people give
money to dioceses and parishes in
financial crisis, etc. It’s happening in
many places around the world. The
Lord is allowing it—until we say, like
this prophecy, “draw near,” and we see
Him, and we say,

why I was relying on
so many other things.
Lord, I give You my life.
I’m all in. Let’s go.”
Let’s say “yes” to Him.
Let’s bow down and say,
“Lord, re-order my loves.
Let me love You at the center of my life.
I give You everything:
my time, talent, and treasure.
Change my heart.
Change my mind.
Let me live in the power and the
presence of the Holy Spirit.”
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